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 by quinn.anya   

Noir Bar & Lounge 

"After Dark"

Noir is an upscale lounge bar and dance club near downtown Raleigh

boasting sultry lighting, crystal chandeliers, exposed brick and plush

velvet seating. The club has a vintage, ornate feel, and bills itself as an old-

school European venue. The bar itself is a large room with a dance floor

between lounge-seating and a beautiful black counter. In between

cocktails and dancing at Noir, you can enjoy the club's front patio, which

is a great vantage point for people watching.

 +1 919 706 5943  425 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh NC

 by butterflystroke   

Flex 

"Flex & Fun"

Flex is a warm-hearted, no-nonsense nightclub and gay bar housed inside

a brick warehouse near downtown Raleigh. The club hosts weekly themed

events, concerts, karaoke nights, drag races and dance parties. Flex has

the feel of a well-kept neighborhood dive bar, clean with endearing

roughness around the edges. Locals visit Flex for inexpensive drinks,

friendly bartenders, lively weekly events and the overall welcoming style

and ambiance. The patio here is a great place to catch an evening breeze,

and respite from the party indoors.

 +1 919 832 8855  2 South West Street, Raleigh NC

 by nickhvk   

Neptune's Parlour 

"Hip Subterranean Bar"

Located beneath King’s Royal Barcade, Neptune's Parlour is a hip

underground bar that offers DJs, pinball, ping pong and arcade games. It

also boasts a menu of local craft beers from mostly small North Carolina

Brewers, seasonal cocktails and the very popular shot of the week. On

weekends the bar is packed with dancers, and on some nights live acts

play in front of the brick-walled stage. Neptune’s adds subterranean

character to downtown Raleigh’s bar scene, off–or under–the beaten

path.

 +1 919 896 7063  www.kingsraleigh.com/neptunes/  14 West Martin Street, Raleigh NC
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